Providentia Capital – Venvest Capital Joint Venture

As part of its expansion strategy to deepen its range and depth across multiple asset classes
globally, in September 2019 London based hedge fund manager Providentia Capital
partnered with Los Angeles based private equity firm Venvest Capital.

Venvest Capital provides deep expertise as an opportunistic equity investment and buyout
firm. Having provided capital for a broad range of companies for a decade, it has diverse
experience in primary and secondary venture rounds, private equity and purchasing
companies outright.

The extensive skill set within this partnership spans the life cycle of a company, beyond
equities, as Providentia Capital has actively invested in fixed income for fifteen years, as part
of its integrated global multi‐asset approach. This is achieved through a symbiotic group
structure that combines Providentia Capital with Providentia Analytics, a research and risk
management consultancy based in Oxford, specialising in big data analytics and bespoke
mathematical modelling.

This partnership will give us the opportunity to cover the entire life cycle of a company,
across the capital structure. This includes having special access to being an angel investor in
a promising start up, to participating in the potential incremental growth of private equity,
including subsequently partaking in an Initial Public Offering and secondary trading of those
shares, together with primary bond issuance and secondary fixed income trading across the
issuer’s yield curve and corresponding derivatives.

This exciting joint venture integrates a huge range of skills and experiences, providing a
unique vantage point from which to view the global financial landscape and participate in a
bespoke range of investment opportunities.

For further information please contact info@providentia‐capital.com.
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